Living in Rented
Accommodation?
Are you connected to fibre broadband? Across Scotland thousands of people
are realising the benefits of fibre broadband...

For those not familiar with Digital Scotland
Superfast Broadband (DSSB) programme,
the Scottish Government and its partners Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE), BT,
the UK Government through Broadband
Delivery UK (BDUK), local authorities and
the European Regional Development
Fund - are busy installing the infrastructure
required to bring faster internet speeds
across Scotland, in areas which weren’t
going to be included in the private
sector’s commercial plans.

Fibre broadband allows multiple users in
a home or business to access the internet,
download and share large files at the
same time and faster than ever before.
Whether its ordering online shopping
or accessing benefit applications, more
and more is now done online. Superfast
Broadband can assist in this process and
is more affordable than you think.
With more gadgets and appliances
requiring the internet, you need a good
internet connection to keep everyone
happy and fibre broadband can
provide this.
Fibre broadband offers fast and reliable
broadband connections at speeds

of up to 80Mbps** and there are
many suppliers in the marketplace to
choose from. Check out Ofcom or price
comparison websites to find the best
deal that suits your needs.
Local people can check the interactive
map on the Digital Scotland website
www.scotlandsuperfast.com to find out
if they can get the service and further
information is also available on
Twitter @ScotSuperfast or Facebook at:
www.facebook.com/scotlandsuperfast
* Provided that you already have an existing internet
router/connection within the property.
** These are the top wholesale speeds available from
Openreach to all service providers; speeds offered by
other service providers may vary.
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If your area is connected, upgrading to
superfast fibre broadband is easy. All you
need to do it contact your current service
provider who will be able to advise you
on how to connect to superfast speeds*.

